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News Article: What are optical alignment cubes used for? They are commonly utilized
to qualify and monitor systems where critical optical alignment is an essential. At
Willrich Precision, we offer custom and standard sized optical alignment cubes with
precision angles. The great thing about the cubes we carry is their polished surfaces
and durable protective aluminum mirror coatings. Upon our clientsâ€™ request, we can
even bond the baÂ se of the cubes to custom mounts. Alternatively, you can get them
outfitted with threaded bushings. If you are looking for reliable optical alignment
cubes, you should consider Starrett crobloxÂ® Reflecting Cubes. Letâ€™s find out
more about this useful product in this spotlight!<br /><br /><br />About Starrett<br
/>L.S. Starrett Company was founded in 1880 and is known to design and manufacture
over 5,000 different types of precision measurement instruments, tools, and gages for
consumer, professional, and industrial markets globally. Since its inception, Starrett has
been recognized as an industry leader that has set the standard for fine precision tools
of more than a century. The company has also rightfully earned the tiÂ tle as one of
the Worldâ€™s Greatest Toolmakers.<br /><br />Next, letâ€™s dive a little deeper
into Starrettâ€™s broad product line, which includes custom engineered products,
granite surface plates, gage blocks, dial indicators, electronic gages, and more. Starrett is
also an expert custom engineer for multi-sensor measuring systems, vision systems, and
optical measuring projectors. While best known for its precision tools in the U.S., the
company is also a major manufacturer of saw blade products, including hacksaws,
reciprocating blades, and hole saws.<br /><br />Today, Starrett tools make up essential
parts for the many products that need to be used to assemble, form, cut, and measure.
Their products are utilized a great array of manufacturing facilities as an essential
component of exotic materials handling, durable goods manufacturing, and
meÂ talworking. Some of the industries that are loyal users of Starrett tools include the
energy, aerospace, and electronics industries. Starrettâ€™s annual sales is a strong
testament to its lasting success, i.e. nearing $250 million.<br /><br />Features of
Starrett crobloxÂ® Reflecting Cubes<br />Hereâ€™s a quick look at some notable
features of Starrett crobloxÂ® Reflecting Cubes:<br /><br />- 1? reflecting cubes with
threaded inserts<br />- Multi-sized cubes with threaded inserts, counterbored holes,
center holes, and more<br />- Six standard sizes: 1/2? (12.5 mm), 3/4? (19.0 mm), 1?
(25.4 mm), 1-1/2? (38.1 mm), and 2? (50.8 mm)<br />- Reflectivity specs: 87 â€“ 88%
at 10.6 microns. 55% in the visible spectrum.<br />- Ideal for 90Â° indexing or
alignment in optical tooling or inspection procedures<br />- Exceptional stability<br
/>- Maintenance-free<br />- 1?, 2? and 1/2? reflecting cubes<br /><br />Get Starrett
crobloxÂ® Reflecting Cubes from Willrich Precision!<br />If you are looking for
brand new Starrett crobloxÂ® reflecting cubes, look no further than Willrich Precision.
We have been in the business for over 45 years and provide exceptional solutions
when it comes to gaging, inspection and metrology. When you order reflecting cubes
from us, do specify the number of your desired finished faces. In addition, do inform
our sales team about the tolerances you need, i.e. 1/3/5/10 seconds. When you shop

with Willrich, you can enjoy complete peace of mind knowing that we have got every
step of your purchase process covered.

